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“AAAAaaaaaaaaaarrrrrrgggghhhhhh.” 
– the last words of someone in the 

Middle Ages I’m sure  
 

Have you ever had one of those days?  Or one of 
those weeks?  How about two of those weeks?  
Well, I just have.  And I really hope they are over.  
Now, I am not really whining here (well maybe a 
little) but rather reflecting. 
 
I find times which demand a great deal of work 
are difficult but have a couple of positive 
qualities.  First they usually mean you have done 
something which you can get satisfaction from 
the accomplishment.  Second they really show 
yourself what you can do which may turn out to 
be more than you thought.   
 
As tavern is going to start in half an hour I have 
little time to elaborate, but give this a try.  Try 
biting of more than you can chew and actually get 
the job done.  You might surprise yourself. 
 

 
Your chronicler,

 ARMATUS  
 Armatus 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

From the Baron and Baronness of 
Myrgan Wood  

Greetings All! 
 
We offer a joyous cheer and hearty 
Congratulations to our newest peer of the realm, 
Master Heinrich, who has been admitted into the 
Order of the Pelican!  More well wishes and 
kudos for our newest recipients of an Award of 
Arms (AA), Lord Deitrich and Lady Dezrianne! 
 
We would like to thank all those gentles who 
have volunteered their time and expertise to 
teach classes. If there is a topic that you would 
like to teach or take, please contact Lady Lina 
(A&S Officer). Also, if there is a project you 
would like to work on that requires either people 
or space, we can use the classroom at the 
Collegiate into June. Please contact Baroness 
Shunzei (Seneschale) to book it for any night of 
the week. 
 
Please keep Saturday May 25th open on your 
calendar. That is the date of our Feast for the 
Public. The proceeds of this feast will go towards 
paying rent on the multi-purpose facility on Ave. 
G (for more information about this facility you 
can contact Sergeant Gerhard). Your assistance 
with this venture is key to its success. Please 
contact either Lady Lina or Lord Armatus to find 
out how you can help. 
 
Baronial progress this month includes Pillage 
Practise (for His Excellency if he can find a ride), 
Borealis Collegium (for Her Excellency), and 
Myrgan Wood's Feast for the Public.  Good 
health and warm weather (or rain but not cool 
and dry!) wished to you all! 
 
In service, 
Raoul and Roxanne 
Baron & Baroness of Myrgan Wood 

 
 

The cover is Adam naming the animals from the Aberdeen Bestiary 
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Armatus’ Interesting Book o’ the 
Month – The Aberdeen Bestiary 

Before we get into the good stuff, let us 
first answer the question, “what is a bestiary?”  A 
Bestiary is a book of mainly animals both real and 
imaginary with illustrations and descriptions.  
One can certainly not take all contained within 
one to be true, but in general the purpose of a 
bestiary is 'to improve the minds of ordinary 
people, in such a way that the soul will at least 
perceive physically things which it has difficulty 
grasping mentally: that what they have difficulty 
comprehending with their ears, they will perceive 
with their eyes' (Aberdeen MS 24, f25v).   
 All of the pictures and descriptions in this 
months Garb were taken for the Aberdeen 
Bestiary.  Though the exact date of its production 
is unknown, it seems that it was produced in the 
late 12th Century, and judging by its quality it was 
likely produced for a wealthy patron.   
 The first Bestiary matching the typical 
medieval style was the Physiologus, written in 
Greek, in about the fourth century. Its used the 
descriptions of beasts, birds and stones as a 
vehicle for explaining Christian dogma. Most of 
its stories come from ancient Indian, Hebrew and 
Egyptian stories as well as works of philosophers 
like Aristotle and Pliny. The Christian ‘gloss’ was 
then added to these stories.  Almost all of the 
animals in the earliest texts would have been 
known in north Africa. European animals only 
appear in later texts. The accuracy of text varies 
throughout, and many false statements were 
repeated for centuries even when writers must 
have known the truth. 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

June Coronet 

May31 - June 2, 2002 
 
The Gryphon Thrones of Avacal invite you to 
the Thirteenth Coronet Tournament on June 1st 
and 2nd, A.S. xxxvii to be held in the Barony of 
Montengarde. 
 
LIONS YOUTH CAMP, DISTRICT 37E, 
ALBERTA 
 
Located just west of Carstairs and east of 
Cremona on the Carstairs-Cremona highway, the 
Lions Youth Camp is approx. a 1 hour drive 
from Calgary (map link will be posted) This is a 
wheelchair accessbile site. Water, showers and 
washroom facilities plentiful and on site (for 
approx. 300 people). For those wishing to camp, 
there is ample space, BUT this site offers 5 
heated cabins (sleeps 8 and with electricity)which 
will be auctioned to the highest bids as of 
Monday, May 27, 2002. To submit a bid, please 
contact William Bennet at mark@ironleaf.com  
 
SITE FEE: DAY Trip One Night Weekend  
MEMBERS: $5.00 $9.00 $13.00  
NON-MEMBERS: $6.00 $10.00 $15.00  
CHILDREN (2-12): $3.00 $4.00 $5.00  
CHILDREN (0-2) FREE FREE FREE  
 
Tavern food service will be provided by the 
Lemmings. Details and contact information of 
their meal plan pending. For any questions or 
concerns, please do not hesitate to contact the 
autocrats: 
 
William Bennet m.k.a. Mark Unger 
mark@ironleaf.com (403) 225-9536  
 
Kathryn inghean Maunaigh m.k.a. Carrie Mooney 
cmooney@zicorp.com (403) 212-8908 
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The Creation of Animals of the Sea, Air, and Land – from the Aberdeen Bestiary

 
'And God said, Let the waters bring forth 
abundantly the moving creature that hath life, 
and fowl that may fly above the earth under the 
firmament of heaven. And God created great 
whales, and every living creature that moveth, 
which the waters brought forth abundantly, after 
their kind, and every winged fowl after his kind: 
and God saw that it was good. And God blessed 
them, saying, Be fruitful, and multiply, and fill the 
waters in the seas, and let fowl multiply in the 
earth. And the evening and the morning were the 
fifth day' (Genesis 1:20-23). 

 
'And God said, Let the earth bring forth the 
living creature after his kind, cattle, and creeping 
thing, and beast of the earth after his kind; and it 
was so. And God made the beast of the earth 
after his kind, and cattle after their kind, and 
every thing that creepeth upon the earth after his 
kind' (see Genesis, 24-25). 
 
 
 
 

Web Links 
The SCA Corporate Homepage http://www.sca.org/ 

The Kingdom of An Tir’s Homepage http://www.antir.sca.org/ 
The Principality of Avacal’s Homepage http://www.avacal.org/ 
Myrgan Wood’s Homepage http://www.theringlord.com/mw/ 

 The Aberdeen Bestiary  http://www.clues.abdn.ac.uk:8080/besttest/alt/comment/best_toc.html  
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The Tiger – from the Aberdeen Bestiary 
 

The tiger is named for its swiftness in flight; the Persians and Greeks call it 'arrow'. It is a beast 
distinguished by its varied markings, its courage and its extraordinary speed. The Tygris takes its name 
from the tiger, because it is the fastest-flowing of all rivers. Hircania is their main home.  

The tigress, when she finds her lair empty by the theft of a cub, follows the tracks of the thief at 
once. When the thief sees that, even though he rides a swift horse, he is outrun by her speed, and that there 
is no means of escape at hand, he devises the following deception. When he sees the tigress drawing close, 
he throws down a glass sphere. The tigress is deceived by her own image in the glass and thinks it is her 
stolen cub. She abandons the chase, eager to gather up her young. Delayed by the illusion, she tries once 
again with all her might to overtake the rider and, urged on by her anger, quickly threatens the fleeing man. 
Again he holds up her pursuit by throwing down a sphere. The memory of the trick does not banish the 
mother's devotion. She turns over the empty likeness and settles down as if she were about to suckle her 
cub. And thus, trapped by the intensity of her sense of duty, she loses both her revenge and her child.  

 
 

The Pard – from the Aberdeen Bestiary  
 
The pard is a species which has a mottled skin, is 
extremely swift and thirsts for blood; for it kills at 
a single bound.  
 
The leopard is the product of the adultery of a 
lioness with a pard; their mating produces a third 
species. As Pliny says in his Natural History: the 
lion mates with the pard, or the pard with the 
lioness, and from both degenerate offspring are 
created, such as the mule and the burdon. 
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The 12th Annual Pillage Practice & Spring Tea 

May 3rd, 4th, & 5th  2002 
It is time once again to announce that the fair Shire of Sigelhundas, in the Principality of Avacal, of the 
Kingdom of An Tir will be hosting the 12th Annual Pillage Practice and Spring Tea.  This Year we have a 
brand new site with more than enough room for the traditional activities, such as Storytelling, Bardic, 
Archery, and WAR for 200+ Combatants.  Needless to say, we have the space. Pets will be allowed at the 
site but are encouraged to be leashed at all times. 
 
 This years event will be held at the Echo Valley Provincial Park, 40 >min's away from Regina, 
Saskatchewan.  We have over 20 Acres to Fight, Socialize, and Drink.  The Dates of this Fine Event are 
May 03rd - 05th 2002. This will be a WET site.  Please note I have been requested by park authorities to 
maintain control over where alcohol is consumed, so it cannot leave the fenced group camping area. 
 
The cost as it currently stands for the entire event will be $12 for Society Members (with proof of 
membership), and $15 dollars for all others. Please note to those attending from Midrealm and Artemisia 
Kingdoms the all prices are in Canadian Currency.  Please make Cheques out to the Q.C.S.C.A. 
There will also be prizes for various fighting related and bardic activities. Fighting activities will include the 
traditional heavy and missile combat, and new to pillage this year RAPIER.  There will also be barbecues 
available, and the nearest town is only 5 min away, and yes it has a Beer and Liquor Store, as well as full 
services. 
 
Now for the 5 W's and H. 
What:    12th Annual Pillage Practice & Spring Tea. 
Where:    Echo Valley Provincial Park 20 Km E. of Regina on Highway #1, 35 
          Km N.E. on Highway #10 at Balgonie and 10 Km N. on Highway # 210. 
          (Follow the signs).(Same Route to get to old Pillage Site just you Turn off 
          early to get to the park) 
When:    Site officially opens at 9:00amCST on Friday May 03rd, and 
               Closes at 1:00 pm Sunday May 05th. 
Why:    To Prepare for the upcoming war Season, get the kinks out of 
      your armour, Learn from some of the best fighters from An Tir, 
       or to cure the castle fever from being cooped up over the long cold 
      winter. And to Kick some Medieval Butt! 
Who:    Confused yet? So am I.   For more information or to offer a 
       suggestion you can contact the autocrat(s) 
     Lord Sinji Tanakanoma, M.k.a. Joel Douglas  ( Chief Autocrat ) 
     #2 3900 15th Ave., Regina, Saskatchewan, Canada.  S4T 1T7 
     (306) 757-9828 
     joel.douglas@sk.sympatico.ca 
     or 
     Lady Callista Magdalena di Scarlatti, M.k.a. Marie Olinik 
     (Co-Autocrat ) 
     delenn_star@hotmail.com 
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How:    By Car, Bus, Van, Wagon, Chariot, Sled, 2 wheel Bike, 1 wheel 
      bike, Manservant, it don't matter! 

The Beaver  

 
There is an animal called the beaver, 

which is extremely gentle; its testicles are are 
highly suitable for medicine. Physiologus says of 
it that, when it knows that a hunter is pursuing it, 
it bites off its testicles and throws them in the 
hunter's face and, taking flight, escapes. But if, 
once again, another hunter is in pursuit, the 
beaver rears up and displays its sexual organs. 
When the hunter sees that it lacks testicles, he 
leaves it alone.  

Thus every man who heeds God's 
commandment and wishes to live chastely should 
cut off all his vices and shameless acts, and cast 
them from him into the face of the devil. Then 
the devil, seeing that the man has nothing 
belonging to him, retires in disorder. That man, 
however, lives in God and is not taken by the 
devil, who says: 'I will pursue, I will overtake 
them...'(Exodus, 15:9)  

The name castor comes from castrando, 
'castrate'.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

The Halcyon 
 

The halcyon is a seabird which produces 
its youn

take seven days to hatch, at the 
end of 

s little bird is endowed by God with 
such gr

g on the shore, depositing its eggs in the 
sand, around midwinter. It chooses as the time to 
hatch its young, the period when the sea is at its 
highest and the waves break more fiercely than 
usual on the shore; with the result that the grace 
with which this bird is endowed shines forth the 
more, with the dignity of an unexpected calm. 
For it is a fact that when the sea has been raging, 
once the halcyon's eggs have been laid, it 
suddenly becomes gentle, all the stormy winds 
subside, the strong breezes lighten, and as the 
wind drops, the sea lies calm, until the halcyon 
hatches its eggs.  

The eggs 
which the halcyon brings forth its young 

and the hatching is at an end. The halcyon takes a 
further seven days to feed its chicks until they 
begin to grow into young birds. Such a short 
feeding-time is nothing to marvel at, since the 
completion when the hatching process takes so 
few days.  

Thi
ace that sailors know with confidence that 

these fourteen days will be days of fine weather 
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and call them 'the halcyon days', in which there 
will be no period of stormy weather. 

 

The Asp 
The asp, aspis, is so called because it injects 

poisons with its bite, spreading them throughout the 
body. For the Greek word for poison is ios, and from 
this comes the word aspis, because it kills with a 
poisonous bite. It moves quickly with its mouth 
always open and emitting vapour.  

There are various kinds and species of asps 
which inflict harm with different effects.  

It is said that when the asp begins to endure a 
snake-charmer summoning it with music designed for 
that purpose, to bring it out of its cave, and it does 
not want to come out, it presses one ear to the 
ground, and blocks and covers the other with its tail, 
and deaf to those magic sounds, does not go out to 
the man who is charming him.  

Of a similar nature are the men of this world, 
who close one ear with earthly desires. The other they 
block with their deeds, lest they hear the voice of the 
Lord saying: 'Whosoever he be of you that foresaketh 
not all that he hath, he cannot be my disciple or 
servant' (see Luke, 14:33). Asps do no more than 
merely close their ears. Men of this world blind their 
eyes lest they see heaven and are reminded of the 
works of the Lord.  

There is a kind of asp called ypnalis, because 
it kills you by sending you to sleep. It was this snake 
that Cleopatra applied to herself, and was released by 
death as if by sleep.  

The emorrosis is an asp, so called because it 
kills by making you sweat blood. If you are bitten by 
it, you grow weak, so that your veins open and your 
life is drawn forth in your blood. For the Greek word 
for 'blood' is emath.  

The prester is an asp that moves quickly with 
its mouth always open and emitting vapour, as the 
poet recalled like this: 'The greedy prester that opens 

wide its foaming mouth' (Lucan, Pharsalia, 9, 722). If 
it strikes you, you swell up and die of gross distention, 
for the swollen body putrefies immediately after.  

The Hyena  
There is an animal called the hyena, which 

inhabits the tombs of the dead and feeds on their 
bodies. Its nature is that it is sometimes male, 
sometimes female, and it is therefore an unclean 
animal. Since its spine is rigid, all in one piece, it 
cannot turn round except by turning its body right 
around.  

Solinus recounts many marvellous things 
about the hyena. First, it stalks the sheepfolds of 
shepherds and circles their houses by night, and by 
listening carefully learns their speech, so that it can 
imitate the human voice, in order to fall on any man 
whom it has lured out at night. The hyena also 
[imitates] human vomit and devours the dogs it has 
enticed with faked sounds of retching. If dogs hunting 
the hyena accidentally touch its shadow behind, they 
lose their voices and cannot bark. In its search for 
buried bodies, the hyena digs up graves.  

The sons of Israel resemble the hyena. At the 
beginning they served the living God. Later, addicted 
to wealth and luxury, they worshipped idols. For this 
reason the prophet compared the synagogue to an 
unclean animal: 'My heritage is to me as the den of a 
hyena.' (see Jeremiah, 12:8) Therefore those among us 
who are slaves to luxury and greed, are like this brute, 
since they are neither men nor women, that is, neither 
faithful nor faithless, but are without doubt those of 
whom Solomon says: 'A double-minded man is 
unstable in all his ways'; (James, 1:8) of whom the 
Lord says: 'You cannot serve God and mammon.' 
(Matthew, 6:24)  
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This beast has a stone in its eyes, called 
hyenia; anyone who keeps it under his tongue is 
believed to foretell the future. It is true that if the 

hyena walks three times around any animal, the 
animal cannot move. For this reason men declare that 
the hyena has magical properties.  
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April Business Meeting Minutes 
Exchequer: 
 -$4000 in account 
Chronicler:  

-new Garb is out  
Minister of Arts and Sciences 
 -is looking for a deputy to eventually 
succeed her 
Master of Stables: 
 -fight practice as usual 
Deputy Chatelaine:  

-2 demos approaching as well as the 
Dragon boat festival in June 

Seneschal: 
 -need officer reports by next Tavern 
Baron & Baroness: 
 -need a constable 
 -new phone list is out 
Other Business 

-suggestion to trade in the Baronies 2 54l 
carboys for 2 30l carboys which would be 
more practical 
 

 

Events 

May 
Pillage Practice & Tea in Sigelehundas - May 4  
Borealis Collegium - May 11 
Crown - May 18 
Cold Keep - May 25 

June 
Coronation Tournament - June 1 
Dragon Slayer in Montengarde - June 15 
Quad War - June 29 to July 1 
 

July 
Turkish Picnic in Myrgan Wood - July 6 
Celtic Games in Myrgan Wood - July 13 
Coronation - July 20 

 
 

Regular Events 
Monthly Tavern & Business Meeting held 
first Wednesday of the month in the Unitarian 
Hall (912 Idylwyld Dr. North) at 7pm. 
Fighting Practice is held: 
-every Sunday at 2pm on the UofS campus 
-every Wednesday at 7pm, at City Park Collegiate 

  



Dogs from the Aberdeen Bestiary 
 
 

Myrgan Wood Officers List 
Baron and Baroness: Their Excellencies Don 
Raoul and HL Roxanne Delaroche  
(mka Duane and Tracy Walker) Ph:651-2599 
duane.walker@sk.sympatico.ca  
Seneschal: HE Chikaku Kawa no “Shunzei”  
(mka Constance Gignac) Ph:664-6495 
garcon@saskatoon.quik.com 
Deputy Chatelaine: Hamish Mac Carraig 
(mka Pat Nixon) Ph: 384-9121 
sean131@yahoo.com 
Exchequer: Dezzrianne Dragnova 
(mka Dezzrianne Windecker) Ph:384-1716 
Chronicler: Lord Armatus  
(mka Andrew Bennett) Ph:244-7601 
armatus@hotmail.com 
Minister of Arts and Science: Lady Lina Joya 
(mka Pixie Glasser) Ph:978-2788 
Master of Stables: Lord Artorius  
(mka Spence Robinson) Ph:242-9751 
artorius@hotmail.com 
Master of Lights: Position vacant  
Herald: Brodir Skjardisson  
(mka Wil Yannacoulias) Ph: (306)-764-2495 
willie-the-greek@shaw.ca 
Constable: Position vacant 
Chirurgeon: Lady Zared Mackeen  
(mka Kyla Keeping) Ph:(306)-863-2939 
kylakeeping@hotmail.com 
Master of Web: Kurtis Wagner  
(mka Rodney Brazeau) Ph:931-9258 
bandersnitch@hotmail.com 
Gold Key: Maiwen Siobhon 
(mka Sheridan Pohl) Ph:373-3357 
shooie@sprint.ca 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Other Assorted Contacts 
King & Queen of An Tir: Wilam and Siobhan 
(mka Don and Aleida Wittmayer) 
Ph: (503)-393-4538  
king@antir.sca.org 
queen@antir.sca.org 
 
Prince & Princess of Avacal:  
Vik Vikingsson  
(mka Jim Manners) 
avacal-prince@antir.sca.org 
Inga the Unfettered  
(mka Michelle Height)  
avacal-princess@antir.sca.org 
 
Contact for House Willomere (Prince Albert):  
Brodir Skjardisson (mka Wil Yannacoulias) 
Ph: (306) 764 2495 willie-the-greek@shaw.ca 

The bat, a lowly animal, gets its name 
from vesper, the evening, when it emerges.  
which you would not usually find in birds. It 
gives birth like a quadruped, not to eggs but to 
live young.  It flies, but not on wings; it supports 
itself by making a rowing motion with its skin, 
and, suspended just as on wings, it darts around.  
There is one thing which these mean creatures 
do, however: they cling to each other and hang 
together from one place looking like a cluster of 
grapes, and if the last lets go, the whole group 
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disintegrate; it a kind of act of love of a sort 
which is difficult to find among men.  
  
Disclaimer: This is The King’s Garb; a publication of the 
Barony of Myrgan Wood, of the S.C.A.  The King’s 
Garb is not a corporate publication and does not delineate 
official S.C.A. policy. 
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